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Brief Introduction

Brief set
The company “Rapidz” need a dedicated Website/App 
for white water rafting – they specialise in late-booking, 
high-end leisure breaks, accessibility, inclusively and the 
sharing of new rafting hot-spots.

They are environmentally conscious and aim to protect 
and contribute to the natural surroundings that they 
actively seek to preserve. What features does this need? 
Season times, facilities, gear, community etc…

Response
For this brief to work effectively for the company, I will be 
building and planning a web and mobile platform with 
a specific system in which people who are interested in 
activity sites, bookings and breaks. Users can find ease to 
seek the website and choose Rapidz to enjoy a weekend, 
day away or interact with others through the hot-spot 
forum.

Target Market
White water rafting is a broad activity based for families, 
friends and couple day outs. It can be seen quite  a 
dangerous activity. It would be an idea to set an age limit 
for “Rapidz” as an activity. Due to most adults booking 
through this app, it would be most beneficial to base the 
target market for the design at a set 16-30.

To suit this type of target market, it is necessary to create 
a logo which is understandable, simple, readable and 
makes sense by suiting the brief fully with an extension 
of scale meaning that the logo can be universal to fit 
how ever the logo is needed for the client. These age 
boundaries are a push for the design to fit into the 
demographic, gender and geographical terms however 
Rapidz would also welcome older generations to sign 
up and book with Rapidz, this certifying that legibility is 
important.
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Additional features which the client does
not specify in the brief

+ News page (Updates for wildlife and environmental 
factors), maybe an embedded link to the National 
Geographic or Met Office website or twitter?

+ Contact page for enquiries (FAQ Page) (Name, phone 
number, email address)

+ Social Media links – this may be to twitter, somewhere 
that they can inform people on any updates, re tweet 
information on global issues.
Instagram could link well for the images of the white 
water rafting.

+ Gallery for “brochure”. Best photography of the rafting, 
this would be great for visuals to the people who are 
interested in booking.

Brief Specification & Key Points 

User Key Points
The user definitely wants to make late bookings a critical 
part to the website and mobile app. This means that 
having a live and real time calendar with a booking 
system would be essential. Third party services could be 
used to plug in these. However some external websites 
will allow bookings to be made through them (Trip 
Advisor,  and Trivago etc.) which would be beneficial to 
a static HTML website and other systems, . Although, for 
something like this it would be costly to the company and 
it is not something they had specified to pay for.

The company specifies that they would like to share 
rafting hotspots, this would extend that a need of a forum 
or opinion sharing platform would be beneficial so that 
users can comment and share their own experiences in 
the hotspot forum.
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Database Solutions Overview
Static HTML
Framework websites which are built utilising static 
hypertext mark-up language are coded pages which you 
as a developer would manually task yourself to indite. 
A developer can advance further by using pre inscribed 
coding which may speed up some of the design process. 
Coded templates such as bootstrap provides you a 
starting point with multiple varieties of assorted template 
choices. However, some of these are paid and once you 
have that template, the design and coding is then down 
to you. Primarily, everything done by static HTML is 
finished by yourself. 

A benefit of designing your own HTML website is that 
it can be done all offline until you are content with it. 
Thus, meaning no one view or interfere over the internet 
in terms of clicks. Coding can be modified to however 
ever you desire as this is all straight from the initial 
development point. One disadvantage to HTML is that 
when the HTML site has finalised by the developer, it will 
continually look static, identical and never change. 

To ammend coding issues or alterations, you would need 
to go back to the route source coding. Doing so may 
get confounding particularly if you’re unaccustomed 
web development, its not recommended by personal 
experience for HTML to suit this brief.

Key Points
/ You can code this from 
scratch, everything that is 
coded will stay the same 
coding when live.

/ Any changes made will 
need to be done manually.

/ All coding would be done 
locally through plain text.

/ No use of third party 
plug-ins as it is static.
You can not edit
this once it is live, no 
comment boxes.

/ What you see is
what you get.

/ Broken code can be 
difficult to fix if you are 
new to designing through 
Static HTML.

/ Time consuming.

/ No internal help only 
external i.e. Google, online 
forums, etc.
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Database Solutions Overview 
Non-Database CMS
Non-database driven CMS websites are similar to 
database CMS.  Non-database CMS would sanction 
you to utilise the tools given to you to create a website 
without knowing the full HTML code. However, they are 
encouraged not to be used for larger scale projects.
In projects where you are wanting to blog, design one or 
few pages or have no online and large colossal plug-ins, 
this would be the best option for you as the run and load 
time is very fast although the HTML is very plain.  Non-
databse differs to database CMS due to the advancements 
that some plug-ins can only run through database driven 
CMS — Wordpress etc.

All plug-ins that you may desire to use in the website 
must be downloaded locally and installed manually. In 
my user experience, the feel of using a non-database CMS 
system and having plug-ins like myBB, I think it can be a 
confusion if something does go wrong. You may need to 
install everything again. This can be a time consuming 
issue if time is key to a business which relies on booking 
systems, forums and live calendars like Rapidz.

Non-database CMS could be a perfect idea to use for a 
mock-up to a show a company or to use for an example 
brief. Examples simple CMS systems could include;
Grav, and Kirby.

Key Points
/ Run and load time
is extremely fast.

/ Great for an idea
of a mock-up.

/ Easy to use (Drag
and drop like).

/ Offline, all data would 
need to be downloaded
to the local files.

/ Plug-ins would not
run properly.

/ Real time would not 
be accurate (Calendars, 
booking etc).

/ Not good for a large 
project, wouldn’t run well 
at all with plug-ins and 
multiple pages.

/ Help from the
developing software.
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Database Solutions Overview
Database CMS
Database CMS have a tendency to be used for larger 
projects which may include e-commerce stores 
or online media plug-ins as they can be handled 
through databases. Thus, allowing a smooth run of real 
time optimisation. Many people decide to use CMS 
programming sources as a main implement for web 
design due to its simplicity to drag and drop any design 
you like. CMS allows you to endure the needs of any 
design without you needing to know any HTML coding at 
all.  All CMS sites can code sites for you and the majority 
of the time you would only see front end design. CMS 
can be a fantastic source for any company, individual or 
ingenious to show a bespoke portfolio or web design and 
information which would present your business.

There are multiple choices for a website building resource 
including; Wordpress, Wix, Squarespace, and many more. 
These resources can come with multiple plug-ins already 
there for you, making web building even simpler. A 
negative point of using CMS is that it is customarily a paid 
subscription. This denotes that if you stop paying, you 
would probably have adverts on your website for things 
you didn’t want. Whereas for static HTML you would not 
get this issue as what you code is what you see, you only 
pay for the domain of your web space.

Key Points
/ Database CMS would 
allow you to apply
multiple functioning
plug-ins at once

/ Slower load and run time 
to non database.

/ Help from the
developers.

/ Real time updates,
always live.

/ Plug-ins can be 
expandable, the choice is 
really down to you.

/ Multiple templates to 
choose from.

/ No real HTML code 
information is
needed to build through 
this. I.e. Wix may be down, 
this could potentially risk 
your website.

/ Drag and drop design.
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Competitor Navigation Map Research

+ Use of social media (get in touch Icons), this would be 
really good for a 1 to 1 chat about any FAQ’s ect.

+ Front page image (straight away shows an idea of what 
it is that you’re looking into).

+ Logo, masthead, phone number, page headings all at 
the top. (Keeping it easy to navigate)

+ Blue and White, does suit “White” water rafting, and 
blue which would link to the water.

- A lot of the pages are too separate, for example (Stag 
& Hen Party, and Events) could come under one sub 
heading.

- Too many titles, keep it more simple when it comes to 
information and really bad kerning.

This is a breakdown of what I think would be necessary 
to the brief set, what is essential and what is not. This is a 
great breakdown for the client to see what is necessary to 
add into their own website and mobile app, allowing them 
to be efficient and innovative at the same time, beating 
the competitors to sales and interactions.

White Water Rafting, Scotland
https://rafting.co.uk/
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Database Solution & Navigation Map

Static HTML
Static HTML may be too in-depth to use (right now) to 
embed in twitter feeds or news articles without sending 
to another link (which would mean clicking off the 
website, not good for traffic). I do think that it is possible 
to create the Rapidz site using static HTML, however the 
coding and the research for the specific embedments 
would need to be completely correct, any errors made 
would have to be adjusted by the developer. I think that 
the website would not run professionally due to adding 
in a calendar or a booking form which would not actually 
work as you can’t change the static website in live time. 
Or if it was a live calendar or booking form, the chances 
are that you may use something like Google calendars 
and it can stick out and not look professional with the rest 
of the website.

A lot of the important pages would have to be external 
links, which yet again would make the website look very 
unprofessional. Either way, for this brief “Static HTML” 
would not be the best option to use for the client. Due to 
the minimum functionality’s available, the website would 
feel to be vary sparse and not all important information 
would be able to be captured through the website due to 
the abilities through static HTML.

Home

About UsFAQ’s Gallery External Link
Booking Website
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Database Solution & Navigation Map 
Non-database driven CMS would be a great way to
mock-up the initial thoughts and ideas for the website. 
However I don’t think this would work for an app version  
and I also think they’re easier alternatives to mock-up this 
website and layout (Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator).

For the plug-ins, I think a lot of the information needed 
to be added would have to be online rather than the 
information being downloaded locally, overall I don’t think 
this would be a good option to use for this brief set for 
bookings. For some of the options on the website, it would 
be much better if they were third party plug ins adapted 
to the website rather than an
inter-grated one like using the cloud for bookings, rather 
than local downloads.
Due to this being a non-database CMS, if the company 
needs to update anything or change things quickly, I 
think they may struggle as the third party plug ins would 
need to be installed locally first, a lot of confusion would 
come about for this CMS version.

Home

About UsFAQ’s Gallery

Booking CalendarBooking
Details

Hot Spots
Forum

External
Not Embeded

Links 

News Page

Extra Help
Contact Us
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Database driven CMS & Navigation Map
Database driven CMS would be a fantastic option for a 
design specification and brief like this one. It would allow 
the gallery to run smoothly with fixable errors if needed 
and I would be able to embed any links to social media 
without large issue as most embedded websites etc. are 
just drag and drop, many web builders will come with 
their own plug-ins, making it simple for the client to use.
Database driven CMS would be very user friendly for the 
company to incorporate with, as well as users.

Due to this brief needing bookings, a lot of the time the 
bookings would need to be in real time so they can’t be 
overbooked. Keeping the website live and online would 
be the perfect opportunity to do this, any issues with 
developing third party plug-ins through web builders 
would be able to help you straight away without going 
through forums. I think Database driven CMS would be 
the perfect option for the go ahead to this brief as the 
opportunities are endless for what is necessary to fit 
the brief. With database driven CMS, the brief would be 
able to be reached and delivered appropriate to what is 
needed.

System Recommendation
(As it stands: Database driven CMS)
For the brief set, I feel like using a database system would 
be the most beneficial for the client, this would not only 
make it easy for them to change anything needed on their 
side due to these systems being easier to handle (Wix, etc) 
but the resources that are accessible would be the perfect 
source fit for “Rapidz” brief.

As explained, I would be able to source third party plug 
ins which would benefit the website greatly, wether this 
be a calendar or a booking slot. A database driven CMS 
is most definitely the best option for the best range of 
plug-ins. Not only would I just need to design for the web, 
but database driven CMS automatically will rescale to a 
mobile specification, making web design much easier. 
Database CMS is definitely the best option for this project 
in terms of user ability, scale, and scope in which Rapidz 
can give out to customers through web and mobile.

Home

About UsFAQ’s Gallery

Booking CalendarBooking
Details

Hot Spots
Forum

News Page

Extra Help
Contact Us
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Logo Design For Client
For the client’s specified brief, here are the initial ideas 
of how the logos could work both web and mobile 
optimised. Mobile users will be on a smaller interface, 
meaning that any typographic logo could potentially be 
hard to read. This could be an excellent idea for the client 
to use an icon for the design as included for small scale 
optimisation, such as mobile applications.

Although the icon and the type based logo can work for 
both systems, the type logo could work in greater effect 
for the website as the text would be enlarged and more 
legible.

WHITE WATER RAFTING


